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Abstract

Background: Not only hemo-dynamic (HD) factors but also hemo-metabolic (HM) risk 

factors reflecting multi-organ injuries are considered as important prognostic factors in ST-

segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). However, studies regarding HM risk 

factors in STEMI patients are currently limited.

Method: Under analysis were 1,524 patients with STEMI who underwent primary 

percutaneous coronary intervention in the INTERSTELLAR registry. Patients were divided 

into HM (≥ 2 risk factors) and non-HM impairment groups. The primary outcome was in-

hospital all-cause mortality, and the secondary outcome was 1-year all-cause mortality.

Results: Of 1,524 patients, 214 (14.0%) and 1,310 (86.0%) patients were in the HM and non-

HM impairment groups, respectively. Patients with HM impairment had a higher incidence of

in-hospital mortality than those without (24.3% vs. 2.7%, p < 0.001). After adjusting for 
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confounders, HM impairment was independently associated with in-hospital mortality 

(inverse probability of treatment weighting [IPTW]-adjusted odds ratio: 1.81, 95% 

confidence interval: 1.08–3.14). In the third door-to-balloon (DTB) time tertile (≥ 82 min), 

HM impairment was strongly associated with in-hospital mortality. In the first DTB time 

tertile (< 62 min), indicating relatively rapid revascularization, HM impairment was 

consistently associated with increased in-hospital mortality.

Conclusions: Hemo-metabolic impairment is significantly associated with increased risk of 

in-hospital and 1-year mortality in patients with STEMI. It remains a significant prognostic 

factor, regardless of DTB time.
Keywords: ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction, mortality, hemo-metabolic risk 

factors, shock, door-to-balloon time

Introduction

Improvements in clinical outcomes have been shown with the development from 

bare-metal stents to second-generation drug-eluting stents in patients with ST-segment 

elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) [1]. Traditional recommendation for primary 

percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) targeted the “door-to-balloon (DTB) time” within 

90 minutes in patients with STEMI [2]. Recent European guideline recommended the 

“diagnosis-to-wire time” of 60 minutes or less [3]. However, despite efforts to reduce the 

DTB time, the mortality rate of STEMI patients remains high. Menees et al. [4] showed that 

although the DTB time was reduced from 83 to 67 minutes, mortality rates insignificantly 

changed from 4.8% to 4.7% in the United States national registry analysis. Lee et al. [5] also 

demonstrated improving DTB time from 101 to 54 minutes could not significantly reduce 1-

year cardiovascular mortality (from 3.6% to 2.9%) over a 10-year period in Taiwan.

Hemo-dynamic (HD) factors, such as blood pressure or the DTB time, as well as 

hemo-metabolic (HM) risk factors, including kidney injury, liver injury, and dysglycemia, 

might have a significant impact on the prognosis of patients with STEMI [6]. For example, 

renal impairment or acute kidney injury was significantly associated with in-hospital 

mortality in patients with acute coronary syndrome [7, 8]. Similarly, liver injury, defined as 

the elevation of aspartate aminotransferase (AST) or alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels, 

has also been reported as an independent predictor of in-hospital mortality and major adverse 

cardiovascular events in patients with STEMI [9, 10]. Moreover, previous studies have shown

that dysglycemia at admission significantly affects mortality and myocardial injury, as 
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assessed by cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, in patients with STEMI [11, 12]. Therefore,

the aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of HM risk factors such as kidney injury, 

liver injury, and dysglycemia on mortality in patients with STEMI.

Methods
Study population

Patients with STEMI were evaluated and enrolled in the INTERSTELLAR (Incheon-

Bucheon Cohort of Patients Undergoing Primary PCI for Acute STEMI) registry 

(ClinicalTrial.gov identifier: NCT02804958) [13]. The INTERSTELLAR registry is a 

retrospective multi-center cohort study of 1,537 patients who underwent primary PCI for 

STEMI in four regional hospitals of Incheon and Bucheon city, South Korea between 2007 

and 2014. 13 patients with no information on serum creatinine, AST, ALT, or glucose levels 

were excluded. Finally, 1,524 STEMI patients were analyzed with known kidney injury, liver 

injury, or dysglycemia.

Patients were divided into HM and non-HM impairment groups. The HM impairment

was defined as the presence of two or more HM risk factors such as kidney injury, liver 

injury, and dysglycemia, based on initial laboratory findings. HM risk factors were defined as

follows: estimated glomerular filtration rate < 45 mL/min/1.73 m2 was defined as kidney 

injury; a 2-fold increase in the serum AST or ALT level above the upper normal limit (AST > 

80 U/L or ALT > 80 U/L) was defined as liver injury; and hypoglycemia (serum glucose < 70 

mg/dL) or hyperglycemia (serum glucose > 200 mg/dL) was defined as dysglycemia. The 

study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Soonchunhyang University

Bucheon Hospital (approval number: 2020-06-039). The need for informed consent by the 

participants was waived by IRB approval.

Data collection and outcome definition

Data were collected at each hospital through electronic medical record reviews and 

standardized telephone interviews in cases of follow-up failure. The primary outcome was in-

hospital all-cause mortality. The secondary outcome was all-cause mortality within 1 year, 

including in-hospital mortality.

Statistical analysis

Baseline characteristics regarding HM impairment status were compared using the χ2 
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test for categorical variables and the unpaired Student t-test for continuous variables. The 

cumulative incidence of all-cause death was estimated using the Kaplan–Meier method, and 

the curves were compared using the log-rank test. To identify the independent impact of HM 

impairment and other mortality predictors, weighted the Cox proportional hazard model 

analysis with inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPTW) was performed using 

covariates, including age, sex, systolic blood pressure, heart rate, body mass index (BMI), 

Killip class, smoking status, diabetes, hypertension, DTB time, left ventricular ejection 

fraction (LVEF), and multi-vessel disease (MVD). All analyses were performed using SPSS 

software (version 20.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). All p-values were two-sided, and a 

value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Baseline characteristics

Of the 1,524 patients, 214 (14.0%) belonged to the HM impairment group (≥ 2 risk 

factors) and 1,310 (86.0%) belonged to the non-HM impairment group (< 2 risk factors). The 

patients’ baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. Patients with HM impairment were 

older and had a higher prevalence of diabetes, hypertension, proximal culprit vessel disease, 

and MVD. In contrast, the non-HM impairment group had a higher BMI, LVEF, prevalence 

of male sex, and current smoking status. There were no significant differences in the DTB 

time or use of antiplatelet agents between the two groups.

In-hospital and 1-year mortality according to the HM impairment
There were 87 (5.7%) deaths during the index hospitalization and 107 (7.0%) within 

1 year. Patients with HM impairment had a higher incidence of in-hospital mortality than 

those without HM impairment (24.3% vs. 2.7%, p < 0.001; Fig. 1). After adjusting for 

potential confounding factors, including age, systolic blood pressure, heart rate, Killip class, 

DTB time, infarct-related artery, and MVD, HM impairment was independently associated 

with in-hospital mortality (IPTW-adjusted odds ratio [OR]: 1.81, 95% confidence interval 

[CI]: 1.08–3.14; p < 0.030). 
Kaplan–Meier analysis showed worse secondary outcome results in the HM 

impairment group (Fig. 2). The cumulative incidence of all-cause mortality was higher in 

patients with HM impairment than in those without (27.1% vs. 3.7%, log-rank p < 0.001). 

The HM impairment group also showed a strong association with 1-year mortality (IPTW-

adjusted hazard ratio [HR]: 2.44, 95% CI: 1.76–3.39, p < 0.001; Table 2). 
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Clinical outcomes according to the number of HM risks
Figure 3 shows strong associations between clinical outcomes and the number of HM

risks. The more HM risk factors, the higher the in-hospital mortality (0-to-3 risks: 1.4% vs. 

4.5% vs. 20.7% vs. 46.7%, p for trend < 0.001) and 1-year mortality (0-to-3 risks: 2.3% vs. 

5.8% vs. 23.4% vs. 50.0%, p for trend < 0.001). 

Independent predictors of in-hospital mortality
Table 3 shows the results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis for in-

hospital mortality. The HM impairment was independently associated with increased in-

hospital mortality (adjusted OR: 4.42, 95% CI: 2.35–8.36, p < 0.001). Other variables, such 

as older age, lower systolic blood pressure, higher HR, higher Killip class (II–IV), current 

smoking, diabetes, lower LVEF, left anterior descending culprit lesion, and MVD, also 

independently predicted higher in-hospital mortality. However, the DTB time was not 

independently associated with higher in-hospital mortality.

Clinical outcomes according to the HM impairment in DTB time tertiles
In the third DTB time tertile (≥ 82 min), the HM impairment showed a strong 

association with in-hospital (adjusted OR: 6.03, 95% CI: 2.31–16.36, p < 0.001) and 1-year 

(adjusted HR: 3.02, 95% CI: 1.46–6.25, p = 0.003) mortality (Table 4). In the first DTB time 

tertile (< 62 min), which represents relatively rapid revascularization, the HM impairment 

was consistently associated with increased in-hospital (adjusted OR: 13.23, 95% CI: 2.40–

87.57, p = 0.004) and 1-year (adjusted HR: 5.56, 95% CI: 1.76–17.51, p = 0.003) mortality.

HD shock and HM impairment
The in-hospital mortality was compared between four subgroups classified according

to their HD shock and HM impairment status (Fig. 4): Group 1, HD shock (–)/HM 

impairment (–); Group 2, HD shock (+)/HM impairment (–); Group 3, HD shock (–)/HM 

impairment (+); and Group 4, HD shock (+)/HM impairment (+). Initial systolic blood 

pressure < 90 mmHg was defined as HD shock. 
Group 4 had the highest in-hospital mortality among the four subgroups (50.0%). 

The HM impairment without HD shock group (Group 3) showed higher in-hospital mortality 

than the HD shock without HM impairment group (Group 2; 16.0% vs. 3.9%, p = 0.007).

Discussion
The main findings of the present study are as follows: (1) patients with HM impairment 

had a higher incidence of in-hospital and 1-year mortality than patients without HM 

impairment; (2) HM impairment was significantly associated with higher in-hospital 

mortality even after adjusting for potential confounding factors including age, systolic blood 
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pressure, heart rate, Killip class, DTB time, infarct-related artery, and MVD; (3) regardless of

rapid revascularization, the HM impairment was consistently associated with increased in-

hospital mortality; and (4) the HM impairment without HD shock group had higher in-

hospital mortality than the HD shock without HM impairment group.
Early revascularization is recommended in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI)

and cardiogenic shock, including STEMI, because it promotes the recovery of normal 

macrovascular hemodynamics such as cardiac index [14, 15]. However, Menees et al. [4] 

showed that despite improvements in national DTB times according to the guideline 

recommendations for STEMI, in-hospital and short-term mortality rates remained unaffected.

Vallabhajosyula et al. [16] also demonstrated that, despite the current strategy of early and 

aggressive revascularization in patients with cardiogenic shock due to AMI, in-hospital 

mortality remains high. The current study demonstrated that rapid revascularization did not 

impact in-hospital mortality, while the HM impairment did significantly impact in-hospital 

mortality in the logistic regression analysis for in-hospital mortality (Table 3). The subgroup 

analysis according to DTB time showed that the HM impairment is consistently associated 

with increased in-hospital mortality (Table 4). This means that the HM impairment is still a 

significant prognostic factor, even when rapid revascularization occurs.
In a large-scale cohort, multi-organ failure was associated with an increase in the adjusted 

odds of in-hospital mortality compared to patients without organ failure. Theoretically, low 

cardiac output due to cardiac dysfunction is associated with end-organ hypoperfusion and 

hypoxia [17, 18]. Acute organ failure is thought to be due to systemic inflammation and 

impaired microcirculation, in addition to low cardiac output in AMI [19, 20]. Recently, 

Esposito et al. [6] proposed in the “hemo-metabolic” problem model that the initial HD insult

subsequently evolves into a metabolic insult, resulting in persistent hypoperfusion and multi-

organ failure in patients with cardiogenic shock. Furthermore, recent studies showed that HM

shock related to hypoperfusion and organ injury is associated with the short-term mortality 

[21, 22]. 
Figure 4 showed that HD shock patients with HM impairment had the worst prognosis in 

the present study. Even with HD shock, patients without HM impairment had better clinical 

outcomes than those with HM impairment. The HM impairment in this study reflected a 

progressed and complex stage of HD problems. It has previously been shown that HD 

problem persistence, reduced tissue perfusion, and elevated filling pressures lead to a “hemo-

metabolic impairment” reflecting multi-organ ischemia, hepatic and venous congestion, and 

worsening multi-organ failure [17]. 
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This study has several important implications. First, the present analysis of a large-scale 

multi-center cohort by comparing the characteristics and clinical outcomes of patients with 

STEMI. Second, a novel concept was proposed that the “hemo-metabolic impairment” 

reflected the state of multiple metabolic risks and multi-organ dysfunction. The present study 

also demonstrated that the HM impairment is an independent risk factor for in-hospital 

mortality in patients with STEMI. Third, it was shown, herein, that an HM impairment might 

be a more important risk factor for in-hospital mortality than the DTB time. Based on the 

current results, it was suggested that the management of the patient’s metabolic state might be

an important initial treatment strategy for patients with STEMI. Furthermore, it is herein 

suggested, to consider the early use of acute mechanical circulatory support devices and 

decongestion therapy in HD shock patients with HM impairment to improve circulatory 

dysfunction and multi-organ hypoperfusion.

Limitations of the study
The present study has several limitations. First, this was a retrospective, observational 

study. To evaluate the impact of the HM impairment, this study had intrinsic limitations of 

non-randomized comparisons, such as the different distributions of other clinical risk factors 

and the possibility of unmeasured confounding factors, although Cox regression analysis with

IPTW was used to overcome this intrinsic limitation. Second, data on lactate levels were not 

collected, which is a good marker of systemic hypoperfusion that would have reflected the 

patient’s HM status. However, the patient’s HM status was sufficiently analyzed by adding 

the “dysglycemia” factor and suggesting a new concept of “hemo-metabolic impairment”. 

Third, the endpoint was only all-cause mortality. Various clinical outcomes such as 

cardiovascular death, in-hospital reinfarction, in-hospital stroke, and bleeding events may 

further elucidate the impact of HM impairment in STEMI. 

Conclusions
The HM impairment is significantly associated with an increased risk of in-hospital 

and 1-year mortality in STEMI patients who underwent primary PCI. The HM impairment 

remains a significant prognostic factor regardless of the DTB time. 
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Figure 1. In-hospital mortality in accordance with the hemo-metabolic (HM) impairment (≥ 2

risks); † P-value was calculated by the chi-square test; *Adjusted for age, systolic blood 

pressure (SBP), hazard ratio (HR), Killip class, door-to-balloon (DTB) time, infarct-related 

artery (IRA) culprit, and multi-vessel disease (MVD); **Propensity score was calculated 

using the following factors: age, sex, diastolic blood pressure, SBP, HR, body mass index 

(BMI), Killip class, smoking status, diabetes, HTN, DTB time, ejection fraction (EF), IRA 

culprit, proximal culprit, and MVD. Inverse probability of treatment weighting-odds ratio 

(IPTW-OR) was calculated with adjustment for age, sex, SBP, heart rate, BMI, Killip class, 

smoking status, diabetes, HTN, atrial fibrillation, EF, and MVD after IPTW; CI — 

confidence interval; OR — odds ratio.
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Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier curves for all-cause mortality within 1-year; *Log-rank test was 

applied for the inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPTW)-adjusted survival curve; 

PCI — percutaneous coronary intervention. 
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Figure 3. Clinical outcomes according to the number of hemo-metabolic risks.
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Figure 4. In-hospital mortality in accordance with the four subgroups; *Group 1 (gray): HD 

shock (–)/HM impairment (–); Group 2 (green): HD shock (+)/HM impairment (–); Group 3 

(blue): HD shock (–)/HM impairment (+); Group 4 (red): HD shock (+)/HM impairment (+); 

HD — hemo-dynamic; HM — hemo-metabolic.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics in accordance with the hemo-metabolic (HM) impairment.

Variable

Non-HM impairment HM impairment 　

< 2 risks ≥ 2 risks
P

(n = 1310) (n = 214)

Age [years] 59.2 ± 12.8 68.4 ± 12.6 < 0.001

Male 1074 (82.0%) 134 (62.6%) < 0.001

SBP [mmHg] 125.7 ± 28.7 114.9 ± 34.5 < 0.001

DBP [mmHg] 77.0 ± 18.1 69.9 ± 22.7 < 0.001

Heart rate [bpm] 76.6 ± 19.7 85.5 ± 28.4 < 0.001

BMI [kg/m2] 24.2 ± 3.2 23.4 ± 3.6 0.002

Killip class II–IV 228 (17.5%) 104 (48.8%) < 0.001

Cardiogenic shock 77 (5.9%) 42 (19.6%) < 0.001
Current smoking 
status

733 (56.0%) 76 (35.7%) < 0.001

Diabetes mellitus 305 (23.3%) 106 (49.5%) < 0.001

Dyslipidemia 254 (19.4%) 48 (22.4%) 0.301

Hypertension 611 (46.6%) 128 (59.8%) < 0.001

Atrial fibrillation 69 (6.8%) 18 (10.5%) 0.086

Creatinine [mg/dL] 1.1 ± 1.1 1.6 ± 1.1 < 0.001

Glucose [mg/dL] 161.8 ± 65.7 266.5 ± 133.7 < 0.001

AST [U/L] 56.0 ± 116.8 161.4 ± 189.1 < 0.001

ALT [U/L] 33.0 ± 36.1 76.6 ± 115.8 < 0.001

DTB time [min] 129.7 ± 425.7 167.9 ± 665.6 0.494

LVEF [%] 48.8 ± 12.4 41.1 ± 15.9 < 0.001

IRA culprit: 0.022

LAD 660 (51.0%) 107 (51.2%) 　

LCX 138 (10.7%) 21 (10.0%) 　

LM 11 (0.9%) 7 (3.3%) 　

RCA 484 (37.4%) 74 (35.4%) 　

Proximal culprit 571 (44.2%) 114 (54.5%) 0.005

MVD 758 (58.7%) 145 (69.4%) 0.003

ASA 1145 (88.1%) 188 (89.1%) 0.689

Clopidogrel 1235 (95.1%) 196 (92.9%) 0.187

Ticagrelor 46 (4.1%) 9 (4.9%) 0.642

Prasugrel  9 (0.8%) 1 (0.5%) 0.701
Data are represented as the mean ± standard deviation for continuous variables and frequency (percentage) for 
categorical variables; SBP — systolic blood pressure; DBP — diastolic blood pressure; BMI — body mass 
index; AST — aspartate aminotransferase; ALT — alanine aminotransferase; DTB — door-to-balloon; LVEF — 
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Table 2. Clinical outcomes in accordance with the hemo-metabolic 

(HM) impairment.
　 　 　 　 　

Variable

Non-HM 

impairment

(n = 1310)

HM 

impairment

(n = 214)

Unadjusted　 Covariate-adjusted*　 IPTW†　

OR/HR (95% 

CI)
P

OR/HR (95% 

CI)
P

OR/HR (95% 

CI)
P

In-hospital mortality 35 (2.7%) 52 (24.3%)
11.69 (7.42–

18.63)
< 0.001 4.42 (2.35–8.36) < 0.001

1.81 (1.08–-

3.14)
0.03

1-year mortality 49 (3.7%) 58 (27.1%)
8.41 (5.74–

12.30)
< 0.001 3.05 (1.88–4.94) < 0.001 2.44 (1.11–5.35) 0.026

*Adjusted for age, systolic blood pressure, HR, Killip class, door-to-balloon time, infarct-related artery culprit, and multi-vessel disease; †Propensity score was calculated 
using the following factors: age, sex, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, HR, body mass index, Killip class, smoking status, diabetes, HTN, door-to-balloon 
time, ejection fraction, infarct-related artery culprit, proximal culprit and multi-vessel disease; IPTW-HR was calculated with adjustment for age, sex, systolic blood pressure, 
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Table 3. Logistic regression analysis for in-hospital mortality.

OR — odds ratio; CI — confidence interval; HM — hemo-metabolic; SBP — systolic blood pressure; DTB — 
door-to-balloon; LVEF — left ventricular ejection fraction; IRA — infarct-related artery; RCA — right coronary
artery; LAD — left anterior descending; LCX — left circumflex artery; LM — left main coronary artery

Table 4. Risk for clinical outcomes according to the hemo-metabolic impairment in tertiles of the 

door-to-balloon time.
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Variable
Multivariable　
OR (95% CI) P

Number of HM risk 

factors:
　 　

< 2 risks 1 (Reference) 　

≥ 2 risks 4.42 (2.35–8.36) < 0.001

Age [years] 1.05 (1.03–1.08) < 0.001

Male 0.24 (0.17–0.33) < 0.001

SBP [mmHg] 0.98 (0.97–0.99) < 0.001

Heart rate [bpm] 1.02 (1.01–1.03) 0.003

Killip class II–IV 3.34 (1.78–6.32) < 0.001

Current smoking status 2.51 (1.81–3.51) < 0.001

Diabetes mellitus 2.67 (1.95–3.68) < 0.001

DTB time [min] 1.00 (1.00–1.00) 0.537

LVEF 0.91 (0.90–0.93) < 0.001

IRA culprit:

RCA 1 (Reference)

LAD 2.37 (1.15–5.16) 0.024

LCX 1.52 (0.40–5.01) 0.514

LM 4.98 (0.91–29.29) 0.065

Multi-vessel disease 2.39 (1.17–5.20) 0.021



Variable
DTB time 

category

Unadjusted 　 　 Covariate-adjusted* 　
OR/HR (95% 

CI)
P 　

OR/HR (95% 

CI)
P 　

In-hospital 

mortality
1st tertile (<62 min)

17.67 (5.77–

60.47)

< 

0.001

13.23 (2.40–

87.57)
0.004

2nd tertile (62–81 

min)

8.14 (2.96–

22.78)

< 

0.001

2.71 (0.80–

9.14)
0.104

3rd tertile (≥82 min)
12.58 (5.74–

28.65)

< 

0.001

6.03 (2.31–

16.36)

< 

0.001

All-cause 

mortality
1st tertile (< 62 min)

9.39 (3.90–

22.59)

< 

0.001

5.56 (1.76–

17.51)
0.003

2nd tertile (62–81 

min)

10.64 (4.60–

24.60)

< 

0.001

3.09 (1.21–

7.87)
0.018

3rd tertile (≥ 82 

min)

6.53 (3.48–

12.25)

< 

0.001

3.02 (1.46–

6.25)
0.003

*Adjusted for age, systolic blood pressure, HR, Killip class, DTB time, infarct-related artery culprit, and multi-
vessel disease; OR — odds ratio; HR — hazard ratio; CI — confidence interval; DTB — door-to-balloon
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